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Volume 83, Number 9 Sitting on Broomsticks Since 1920 October 30, 2003 
Take Back tke Nigkt 
Stephanie Riggsby 
l-rtak Advhiir 
Somewhere in America, every 
two minutes, someone is sexually 
assaulted, according to Rape, 
Abuse,    and   Incest   National 
According to the crime statis- 
tics for 2002, Longwood 
University recorded six total sex- 
ual offenses. 
On Tuesday, October 28, 
S.A.F.E presented its annual 
"Take Back the Night," an open 
forum in which students can 
share their stories of abuse and 
assault with others. 
The forum opened with a 
slide show, including statistics 
such as one in four women and 
one in seven men will be the vic- 
tims of sexual assault in their 
lifetime and ten percent of all 
acquaintance rapes occur on 
actual dates. 
A pensive audience waited to 
hear from the many survivors 
who had prepared remarks. 
Dr. Richard Chassey, Director 
of the Honor/Judicial board, 
stated that there was a commit- 
tee currently in place to rcexam- 
ine the current policies held by 
the boards. 
Chassey encouraged anyone 
with questions or comments to 
please call him at his extension, 
x2490. 
The first speakers, Lindsay 
and Kelli Tuck, bravely shared 
their stories of abuse by a man 
they knew. 
Lindsay, abused at age 16, stat- 
ed that people told her "[the 
abuse] would make her stronger" 
and "no matter how much time 
passes [the pain]... it's still 
there." 
Lindsay urged everyone in the 
audience to believe "you're not 
alone and it's not too late to take 
back the night." 
Kelli, her sister, said that 
adults usually knew better and 
"when something happens, don't 
question it." 
Jenn Dize, who was abused by 
her father, followed the Tuck sis- 
ters. 
She stated her recovery was 
"something 1 decided to make 
happen." 
While growing up she had "lit- 
tle to no confidence." She also 
stated, "I knew, though, if 1 did 
tell, there would be hell to pay." 
Holly Weiss related her heart- 
breaking story of forcible assault 
by a young man that she had 
been seeing. 
She walked to the podium, 
looked out at the audience and 
said, "1 want people to know 
what happened to me, so they 
won't be as naive as I was." 
She recounted her story of 
meeting this young man, getting 
close to him, and how he assault- 
ed her. 
She later told the audience 
that after many days of soul 
searching, she came upon the 
RAINN web page, realized what 
had happened to her and said," I 
wanted to know how he could 
sleep at night, because 1 could- 
n't." 
Though she pressed charges, 
they were later withdrawn. 
Jenn Knob, one of the last 
speakers of the evening, spoke 
of love gone terribly wrong. 
She told her story, which 
began with verbal abuse, saying, 
"It's not a big deal because he 
loves me." 
Verbal abuse led to physical 
abuse. 
On her Senior Skip Day, the 
young man brutally took her vir- 
ginity, but Jenn justified this by 
thinking, "It's OK, he's allowed 
to do this, he's my boyfriend." 
She told the audience that this 
was her third year of "Take Back 
the Night," and told the audi- 
ence "I encourage you to take 
back the night." 
Earlier that afternoon, Dr. 
Tim Pierson and Chief Charles 
Lowe were interviewed for their 
input on the evening's upcoming 
event. 
See NIGHT p. 7 
Dr. Don Merkle and Peyton Wall work to remove a sticker from the snake found 
in Peyton's playroom recently. 
Catch the Spirit: Dr. Merkle the Snake Expert 
Jennifer Wall 
Office of Public Rr/atiom 
When Peyton Wall, age 8, ran 
up the stairs for bed she saw 
what she thought was her litde 
brother's rubber snake. 
Having not seen this "toy" 
before, she picked it up. 
A split second later, Peyton 
was shrilling to the top of her 
lungs, "Mommy, I picked up a 
real snake and it hissed at me!" 
There on the upstairs play- 
room floor was a real 14-inch 
snake. 
It could not slither; however, 
its middle and tail tip were 
stuck to a sticker that Peyton's 
brother, Guy, had left on the 
floor sticky side up. 
"Do I have more snakes in 
my home? Where did the 
snake come from? Is the snake 
a copperhead?" These were the 
questions that "Mommy" need- 
ed to have answered. 
Who do you call? 
Do we have a snake buster? 
Longwood University's Dr. 
Don Merkle came to mind. 
After getting up close and 
personal with our uninvited 
guest, Dr. Merkle assured 
Peyton Wall that the snake was 
harmless, a rat snake. 
In the snake's attempt to 
catch a bird it- had probably 
fallen off a tree limb on to the 
roof of her home. 
Since the home is warmer 
than the outdoors, it found an 
opening and decided to look 
around for some mice, and 
voila, it got caught by a sticker. 
Dr. Merkle has been a mem- 
ber of the Department of 
Natural Sciences since 1975. 
His research interests include 
the population genetics of nat- 
ural populations, especially 
amphibians and reptiles. 
Studies conducted at 
Ivongwood include the popula- 
tion genetics of Virginia popu- 
lations of the Cottonmouth 
Water Moccasin Agkistrodon 
piscivorus. 
He is currendy working on 
hybridizing diploid spider and 
unusual form daylilies, and 
chemically converting them to 
tetraploids. 
Dr. Don Merkle took his first 
herpetology course at the 
Dayton Museum of Natural 
History when he was 10 years 
old and helped teach that 
course in following years. 
He entered the University of 
Dayton where he completed a 
B.S. in biology and then a M.S. 
in biology. 
While at U.D. he was in 
charge of the Comparative 
Anatomy I>ab and worked with 
the U.S. Air Force at Wright 
Patterson Air Force Base doing 
research on primate anatomy. 
His efforts helped lead to the 
redesign of the seats used in jet 
fighters and reduced the num- 
ber of spinal cord injuries 
occurring in fighter pilots as 
they ejected - 
See SNAKE p. 5 
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Editorial 
k Editor 
October 30, 2003 
Our generation has come up 
with some interesting ways to 
describe ourselves, my 
favorite being the AIM pro- 
files. 
A few quotes on one's pro- 
file can identify the type of 
personality, likes and dislikes, 
organizations, etc. that are 
behind the screen name. 
Original poems, quotes, 
from great thinkers may lead 
others to believe that this 
person is an intellect, while 
quotes like "eat my shorts" 
may cause people to think 
the opposite. 
I^et's not forget the color 
scheme of the profile. Who 
wants to be boring with 
black and white when there's 
a wide selection of colors to 
choose from? 
Many people can match 
their color scheme with their 
favorite sports team, Greek 
affiliation, or show some 
school spirit with 
I^ongwood's colors. 
What amazes me is the 
number of people who put 
their address on their profile. 
The only people you want 
to visit are those who should 
know where you live. 
Some sketch-ball could 
very easily get a hold of your 
Till HAUNTED 
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screen name and find all the 
information he needs on 
your profile. 
We assume that people 
who never change their pro- 
files are lazy, and those with 
none at all are boring. 
Somehow, people stumble 
for words when asked to 
describe the kind of person 
they are, yet can sum up their 
personality in less than 2000 
characters on their profile. 
Not to sound like an adult, 
but it really is a sign of the 
times when our identities 
have gone digital. 
Liz Richards 
Ghoul-in-Chief 
Want to write for ... 
MEETJNQS held EVERY MONCJAY 
7:50 pM 
EMAil us: 
ROTUNdA@lONQWOOd.Edu 
OR CAII: 595-2120 
NFL Update Week 8 
Pat Sullivan 
Staff Vampire 
Most people would agree that 
the quarterback is undoubtedly 
the leader of a team's offense. 
While that may be true, this 
year it's all about the running 
backs. 
Three running backs, jamal 
Lewis, Priest Holmes and 
Stephen Davis, are all principle 
factors in their teams leading 
their respective divisions. 
Baltimore's Jamal Ixwis has 
rushed for triple digit yardage 
every game since week two 
when he set the single game 
record with 295. 
The former Tennessee Vol is 
3lso on pace to shatter Eric 
Dickerson's single-season rush- 
ing record, but only if he con- 
tinues his explosiveness which 
he definitely had during the 
Ravens win against Denver. 
An old teammate of lewis's is 
also doing pretty well for himself 
in Kansas City. Priest Holmes is 
a crucial piece behind the 
Chiefs's undefeated season, 
which is now up to 8-0 after a 
win against the Bills. 
Holmes is also a receiving 
threat, catching for 330 yards 
giving him the highest yards 
from scrimmage this year. The 
former Redskin, Stephen Davis, 
is enjoying his time in Carolina 
where he has rushed for over 100 
yards in all but two games, both 
of which he played while suffer-: 
ing from bruised forearm which 
seemed better as he lead the 
Panthers in a win against New 
Orleans. 
What's most impressive about 
I-ewis and Davis is their team's 
lack of a passing game, which 
means even though opponents 
only need to focus on the run, 
the still can't stop them! So while 
the quarterback may be the 
leader of the offense, the run- 
ning backs are the backbone of a 
team. 
As for the other games around 
the NFL, the Cowboys and the 
Bucs looked more like them- 
selves last year as the Bucs 
defense was able to blank the 
overachieving Dallas 16-0, can't 
win all Parcells. 
Speaking of being back, Eddie 
George had 2 TDs in the Titans' 
win over the Jaguars and is look- 
ing like his old self. On his first 
day back, Chap Pennington and 
the Jets were faced with a loss 
against the Eagles. 
The Fighting Irish aren't the 
only people chanting "Rudy, 
Rudy" as Rudi Johnson filled in 
for Corey Dillon and lifted the 
Bengals to a victory against the 
Seahawks. Down in Texas, after 
surviving a record number of 
sacks last year, the Texans' David 
Carr may miss his first game after 
getting hurt in a loss to the Colts. 
In two kickers duels, New 
England beat Cleveland and the 
49ers' kicker Owen Pochman not 
only lost a game against the 
Cardinals, but also his job! 
The Vikings tasted their first 
defeat this week against the 
Giants but they still have a stran- 
gle hold on their division. 
In what was supposed to be a 
batde of two greats, St. Louis 
routed struggling Pittsburgh, but 
it was still a batde of losers in 
Chicago as Da Bears proved to 
just slightly less horrible than the 
Lions. 
Player of the Week: Brian 
Griese. Ok, so a lot of people 
played better, but you know Bob 
Griese had to have had a tear in 
his eye as Brian and his old 
Dolphins whipped the Chargers 
on Monday Night. 
Tell Me When: ... will the 
Chiefs lose! They are Safe this 
week with a bye and only have 
two more opponents with win- 
ning records and they've already 
beat one of them. I've already 
mentioned Bob Griese once, but 
could the Chiefs do their best 
impression of him and the 1972 
Dolphins and have a ::gasp:: 
Perfect Season?! 
October 30, 2003 Halloween PAGE 3 
Little Sarta Slut 
RoturJa Staff *W er 
A/ct So Catholic ScWIgirl 
f>r<ps W <frtps 
+ To the Wiccan New Year (a.k.a. Halloween) 
+ To Halloween parties 
+ To turning tricks for treats 
+ To peanut m&m's for Joeybear! 
+ To candy 
+ To plaid skirts 
+ To Heath Ledger 
+ To TNT for showing Angel and Charmed 
+ To the women who shared their stories at Take Back the Night 
+ To creepos who put razor blades in candy 
+ To unattended hall programs 
+ To networks 
+ To computers that won't save 
+ To hangovers 
+ To rude people 
■SUm 6SRB9 
What are uou going to be lor 
Halloween? 
"A wench!" 
- Helen Pitman, Freshman 
"The perfect little angeL" 
~Crystal Buder, Freshman 
"A banana." 
-Jaclyn Merrills, Freshman' 
"World Peace." 
-Jenn Dize, Junior 
Longwood University 
To Protect Yourself 
& Those 
You Love 
get immunized 
against 
INFLU 
October & 
November ■XWN& 
Thursday,October 16, ill:30AM- 
2003 ! 1:30PM 
Date Time Location 
Lancaster 319 
Thursday, October 30, 
2003 
Wednesday, 
[November 5, 2003 
Thursdays, November 
13,2003 
Tuesday, November 
18,2003 
11:30AM- 
1:30PM Lancaster 319 
6:30- 
8:30PM 
Stubbs Sisterhood 
Room 
11:00AM- 
1:00PM Dining Hall 
7:00PM 
Thursday, November 
20,2003 
11:30AM- 
; 1:30PM 
Monday, December 1. 
2(X)3 
•6:15- 
7:30PM 
and 
Halftime 
But you can siiil get vaccinated in 
December and beyond 
COST: $15.00 
BRING EXACT CHANGE 
Curry Commons 
(with Wellness 
Program) 
Lancaster 319 
Lancer (at 
Hampden-Sydney 
vs. Longwood 
Basketball game) 
Qet Your Flu, faccuuJ 
\ 
CDC 
*»»«• • HKJiirMi■■. mfu' 
Dtpuitiiitnt of H«altti 
and Human Swvtc«« 
C«n«*n tor WMOM Control 
and hnwwlon 
For more information:   Please visit our website at http://www.longwood.edu/health/Fluinfo.htm 
or call x2102 
October 30, 2003 News PAGE 5 
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Richmond CEO to Speak at Longwood 
Press Reltase 
Peter J. Bernard, chief executive 
officer of Bon Secours 
Richmond Health System, will 
speak Wednesday, November 5, 
at 7 p.m. in Longwood 
University's Hiner Auditorium on 
"Healthcare Today - The Realities 
of an Industry in Flux." 
Bernard will be the third 
speaker in this year's Executive- 
in-Residence series by the College 
of Business & Economics, which 
is presented as a public service 
and made possible through the 
financial support of SunTrust 
and Philip Morris Companies. 
Bernard has spent more than 
25 years in healthcare administra- 
tion in Michigan, Texas, Iowa, 
Kentucky, and South Dakota. 
Before joining Bon Secours 
Richmond Health System in 2000 
he was president and CEO of 
Caritas Health Services and 
Saints Mary & Elizabeth 
Hospital, both in Louisville, 
Kentucky. 
Bon Secours Richmond Health 
System    is    a    not-for-profit. 
Catholic-sponsored    healthcare 
system with $490 million in net 
operating revenue, 4,900 employ 
ees and 1,400 physicians. 
It is the parent corporation of 
Bon Secours St. Mary's Hospital, 
Bon Secours Memorial Regional 
Medical Center, Bon Secours 
Richmond Community Hospital, 
and other related facilities. 
Bernard has led the effort to 
build a $75 million, 130-bed 
replacement hospital        in 
Chesterfield County to open in 
2004. 
"The business of healthcare is 
unique because the exchange is 
between many stakeholders: 
patient, hospital, doctor and 
insurance company as well as 
government regulations," he said. 
"The healthcare environment 
is constandy changing; therefore 
it is a necessity to learn and grow 
professionally. As a CEO for ten 
plus years, I still learn something 
new ever)' day." 
See CEO p. 7 
NIGHT Cont'd p.l 
When questioned about 
sexual assaults on campus, 
Pierson stated, "Most of the 
cases we hear about are 
acquaintance rapes." 
When a case of assault is 
reported, Pierson noted that 
every case is different and 
stated "we can't take some- 
one's situation and tell them 
what to do." 
In a case of sexual assault, 
Pierson urges the victim to 
tell someone they trust. 
Chief Lowe stated "it is 
not uncommon to receive a 
report of a sexual assault 
after the fact," when ques- 
tioned about the October 28 
Student Notice where the 
victim reported her attempt- 
ed assault nine days after the 
occurrence. 
He commented, "Students 
do not like to report on 
other students." 
Lowe also asked that stu- 
dents be notified of the 
anonymous e-mail engine 
with which students may 
report crimes. 
The link to report a crime 
anonymously  is  www.long- 
wond.edu/pQlicc- 
The link for anonymous 
reporting is on the home 
page for this site. 
Names and e-mail 
addresses are optional. 
On Wednesday, October 
29, Dee Herger, the student 
president of S.A.F.E., stated 
she was "impressed with 
everyone who came out and 
spoke" and "the stories 
made a huge impact on 
those who came." 
She also stated that vic- 
tims are "heavily influenced" 
in discontinuing the pursuit 
of charges against their 
attacker. 
She stated that "when 
someone is brought up on 
charges, that person will be 
let go or the victim will back 
out." 
Pierson stated in a conver- 
sation held later that same 
evening that these situations 
are "very much on an indi- 
vidual basis... every student 
makes their own decisions." 
Chief  Lowe  commented 
that Herger's statement is a 
"broad generalization," and 
that he was not sure how to 
comment. 
Though it may be safe to 
say that no assault case is 
alike, what can be said is that 
every victim can become a 
survivor. 
Survivors have the oppor- 
tunity to make their stories 
known, be heard and find 
some peace. 
If you have been sexually 
assaulted or emotionally, 
physically and/or verbally 
abused, please contact an 
R.A., an R.E.C., campus 
police, or the Wellness 
Center. 
You are not alone. 
There is help to be had. 
Though, according to 
Herger, "sharing is a matter 
of time," don't become over- 
whelmed by your emotions. 
Don't let your fear hold 
you back. 
Tell someone what hap- 
pened to you. 
Don't let your attacker take 
away your future by control- 
ling your past. 
Halloween 
at 
Mulligan's Sports Grille 
$100.00 • Best Costume 
$ 50.00 - 2nd Prize 
Dinner f or 2 - 3rd Prize 
Contest starts around 11 P.M. Friday October 31st 
Senior Mug Club Specials every Monday from 11:30 a.m.- 2 a.m. 
Buy one sandwich get the second one FREE. 
We deliver on-campus until 1 a.m. on weekends. 
202 High Street 
315-8787 
LONGWOOD 
v  N i v  i a $ \ 1 * 
Mudtnl 11i-.tiih .mil Hillik>s < enter 
THEYiRE HERE!!! 
FLU SHOTS 
COST: $15.00 
Please bring exact change! 
DATES: 
Thursday, October 30,2003        11:30am -1:30 pm        Lancaster 319 
Wednesday, November 5,2003   6:30-8:00pm Stubbs 
Thursday, November 13,2003    11:00am-1:00pm Dining Hall 
Tuesday, November 18,2003      7:00pm Curry Commons 
(with Wellness Program) 
Thursday, November 20,2003     11:30-1:30 pm Lancaster 319 
Monday, December 1,2003  6:15pm-7:30pm, and Halftime     Lancer 
(Will be pal of the HampdenSydney vs. Longwood Basketball Game) 
If you have any questions, please call x2102 
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Virginia™?Turns to the Internet 
Prtsi Ktleast 
Virginia21 began an era of grass- 
roots activism with the launch of 
the VA21 Online Action Center 
website. 
Virginia21.org is an online 
advocacy center that lets 18-24 
year-olds have a voice in the 
political process, giving them a 
"digital seat at the table." 
Virginia21 is the first genera- 
tional advocacy organization for 
18-24 year olds in Virginia, and 
the launch of the Action Center 
marks one of the first online 
issue advocacy campaigns for 
young adults, in the country. 
Campus Action Teams across 
the commonwealth are busy put- 
ting up posters, emailing stu- 
dents, and handing out fliers as 
part of "e-Storm the 
Statehouse." 
Team members are encourag- 
ing students to use 
www.Virginia21.org and its "Tell- 
A-Friend" peer-to-peer grass- 
roots tools to spread the word 
about their new voice in 
Richmond. 
The new website encourages 
users to take action with Action 
Alerts easy-to-use programs that 
let them send letters to their leg- 
islators and the editors of local 
newspapers. 
Users can also view informa- 
tion about candidates' stands on 
issues important to their genera- 
tion, such as higher education 
and financial aid funding. 
The site launch also marks the 
kick-off of the "Fund Virginia's 
Future" Campaign, an effort to 
save higher education by fully 
funding the state's base adequa- 
cy requirements. The campaign 
includes an online petition to 
"Fund Virginia's Future." 
"Where AARP has postcards, 
we have action alerts. When they 
talk about social security, we talk 
about education. While they talk 
about the commitments made to 
our past, we talk about the 
potential of our future. We are 
the voice of Virginia's tomor- 
row," said Jesse Ferguson, 
Executive Director of 
Virginia21. 
Virginia21 is an action-tank 
that engages young people in the 
political process with an active 
purpose and agenda. 
Virginia-21 promotes political 
engagement among young 
adults on issues related to educa- 
tion, economic opportunity and 
quality of life. 
To engage Virginia's youth in 
politics we tie their action to a 
bold agenda of common goals 
centered on these issues. 
For more information, visit 
www, Virginia21.org- 
Melanie Marks Runs lor Board of Superivsors 
The c^yre 
Logwood's, Art c\\A,d literary Magazine 
Please send literary submissions to: 
thegvrelwu(5ivahoo.com 
Please contact Ellie Woodruff for art 
submissions: 
erwoodru(a;lonffwood.edu 
Meetings: 6:00 p.m. Sunday, in the Amelia Room 
Shannon Harrison 
Goblin 
Melanie Marks, Associate 
Professor of Economics and 
Director        of Economic 
Education for Longwood 
University, is rifhning for the 
Board of Supervisors, on 
November 4th. 
This is a write in Campaign 
that gives voter's opportunity to 
write-in the full name of the 
opposing candidate Melanie 
Marks on the ballot. 
Since 1993 Longwood has 
benefited from the expertise of 
Marks background, which entails 
an MBA and Doctorate from 
Texas A & M University. 
The Campus is direcdy affect- 
ed by this election, because the 
Board of Supervisors governs 
the county altogether controlling 
the budget, land use, and zoning 
changes along with the local 
school system. 
Longwood Student Farmville 
Expenditures reach $12.61 mil- 
lion each year; which was proven 
in a recent study done by the 
University to achieve the eco- 
nomic impact Longwood has on 
the community. 
Considering the contribution 
students have on the economic 
welfare of Farmville one would 
assume that the current repre- 
sentative on the board of 
Supervisors Mr. Howard 
Simpson would have more inter- 
est in communicating with stu- 
dents, but that does not seem to 
Be the case. 
In the open forum held 
Tuesday evening by Longwood 
University, the current candidate 
did not attend at all, after receiv- 
ing a written invitation as well as 
a verbal invite. 
Since this position on the 
Board of Supervisors has such a 
big role in the economic devel- 
opment of our county, who 
would be better at the job than 
an economist with many years of 
teaching and research of eco- 
nomic systems, such as Marks? 
Marks said, "In a recent issue 
of the Farmville Herald, the 
commissioner of revenue for 
Farmville wrote an inaccurate 
statement that may have scared 
students away from being part of 
the county's diplomatic process." 
His statement suggested that by 
registering to vote in Farmville it 
will put your financial aid and 
scholarships in jeopardy. 
On the contrary Longwood's 
financial director has enforced 
that this is not the case and no 
such financial assistance is at risk. 
Students are strongly encour- 
aged to vote if pre registered in 
Farmville's district. 
Marks "questions why a public 
official would discourage stu- 
dents from voting," making stu- 
dents feel separate from the 
town and questioning their right 
to participate in the election. 
Marks wishes to bridge the 
gap between the community and 
campus, and states that students 
have expressed their concerns, 
that the local government is not 
responsive to their needs. 
Who could better represent 
and hear the needs and concerns 
of students then someone who 
interacts with them on a day to 
day basis. " [Marks] has made it 
clear to students that [she] 
understands the need for regula- 
tions that help keep students and 
citizens live together in harmo- 
ny." 
Some of her other political 
positions are concerns dealing 
with the long-term economic 
development plan and ensuring 
that the local schools stay strong 
by providing insight to the deci- 
sion making that includes input 
and interests of the community. 
A lot of these politicians con- 
sider themselves unbeatable; in 
fact no one has opposed Mr. 
Howard Simpson in the past two 
elections. 
Because these elections take 
place every four years, Simpson 
has not been apposed for the past 
eight years of his term. 
Politics can be a vicious world 
that is often leaves voters with no 
alternative, and can be based on 
connections within the system 
instead of the view of its citizens. 
Melanie Marks "wishes to offer 
voters a choice in this election." 
In our district, Marks " expects 
that approximately 600 votes will 
be cast, given this small number 
of voters, every vote counts 
especially since it is expected to 
be a tight race". 
The new polling location for 
District 101 is in the new 
Farmville Area Bus building 
located next to the new Rescue 
Squad building on Doswell 
Street 
Polls will be open from 6am to 
7 pm on November 4th. From 
Main Street, you can get to the 
voting site by taking Second 
Street past DMV and up the hill. 
Doswell is on the left 
The bus station will be on the 
right. 
EY OFFICE 5UPPLY. INC. 
10% discount for Longwood Students (except sale items) 
Printer Cartridges for Lexmark, Hewlett-Packard, and Canon 
121 North Main St. 
Farmville, VA 
OFFICE SUPPLIES ~ OFFICE MACHINES - OFFICE FURNITURE 
f flCUlTY BABYSITTinG 
november 21/t 
6-10 p.m. 
Provided by /orofilie/ 
In Stubb/ Si/tcrhood Room 
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Napster Returns With Pavj-to-Plai) 
U-W1RE 
When the innovative software 
application known as Napster 
first ignited the music-file trad- 
ing frenzy in 1999, consumers 
celebrated the birth of "free" 
music for all. Napster was put to 
death three years later by the 
Recording Industry Association 
of America in its famed copy- 
right infringement lawsuit, but a 
new class of person-to-person 
file-sharing services sprung up 
that include KaZaA, Aimster, 
Morpheus, the Gnutella 
Network and BearShare. 
At the peak of its power, 
Napster boasted over 80 million 
users, and when legal troubles 
forced Napster CEO Shawn 
Fanning to resign in 2002, it was 
clear that the millions of users 
were not just going to go away as 
the RIAA had hoped. A 
September 2003 survey of over 
40,000 computer users conduct- 
ed by the consumer tracking 
firm the NPD Group reported 
that nearly two-thirds - 64 per- 
cent — of all U.S. households 
with Internet access had at least 
one digital music file on their 
hard drives, and more than half 
of that group had 100 such files. 
Now, just one year after the 
original Napster was officially 
retired, a new pay-to-play ver- 
sion of the software, deemed 
Napster 2.0, was scheduled for 
release Wednesday. 
Fanning participated in the 
trial runs with Napster 2.0's par- 
ent company Roxio. 
"I've used Napster 2.0 and it's 
really great," Fanning said on the 
Napster Web site. "It's fast, easy 
to use, and the sound quality sur- 
passes that of the original." 
Doug Morris, Chairman and 
CEO of Universal Music Group, 
is also excited by the revamped, 
"legal" version of the popular 
software. 
"The launch of Napster adds 
yet another option to the grow- 
ing number of legitimate outlets 
for consumers to buy music 
online," Morris said. "We are 
committed to offering fans many 
ways to experience the music of 
their favorite artists." 
Napster 2.0 will offer con- 
sumers the choice of purchasing 
either a la carte music from its 
extensive catalog of over 
500,000 tracks at 99 cents a song 
and $9.95 per album, or users 
can register for its premium 
service for unlimited download- 
ing and personal radio stations, 
priced at J9.95 a month. Users 
can also listen to 30-second clips 
of all songs in the music catalog 
and burn CDs more easily using 
the service's "drag-and-drop" 
technology. 
"I don't really get why they're 
calling it 'Napster,'" said 
University of Wisconsin fresh- 
man Emma Newart. "It doesn't 
even sound like the old Napster 
at all. I mean, why bother? I will 
probably just keep downloading 
for free off KaZaA instead." 
UW sophomore Ben 
Sherman  disagrees   about  the 
SNAKE cont'd p. 1. 
from their planes during the 
Vietnam War. 
Dr. Merkle was awarded the 
Ph.D. in Zoology from Miami 
University. While at Miami he 
was awarded the first Teaching 
Fellowship in the Zoology 
Department and received the 
Outstanding Graduate Student 
Award from Sigma Xi. 
Dr. Merkle has received 
research grants from the 
National Science Foundation 
and Sigma Xi, the Scientific 
Research Society of North 
America. He was the second 
recipient of the newly created 
Maude Glenn Raiford Award 
for Outstanding Teaching pre- 
sented by the Longwood 
Faculty (1991) and received the 
Student   Faculty   Award   for 
CEO cont'd p. 5 
"Working in a faith-based 
healthcare administration is 
rewarding because one has the 
opportunity to practice stew- 
ardship on a daily basis, mak- 
ing decisions that directly 
impact patient care," he added. 
"Catholic healthcare weaves 
mission and values into daily 
operations and strategic deci- 
sions. If one alternative is best 
for the patients, it is the best 
alternative." 
The other speakers in the 
2003-2004 Executive-in- 
spirit of the reincarnated pro- 
gram. 
"I think I would use the new 
Napster service, but only in addi- 
tion to Morpheus," Sherman 
said. "It would be cool for get- 
ting songs that you can't find the 
real versions of on the free serv- 
ices." 
In addition to Napster 2.0, 
other pay-to-play services popu- 
lar with music customers include 
Rhapsody, MusicMatch, iTunes 
and buymusic.com. Non-paying 
services such as Morpheus and 
KaZaA still dominate the online 
music scene, but with the num- 
ber of RIAA lawsuits growing 
every day, pay-to-play services 
may soon be music lovers' most 
viable option for music down- 
loads. 
Outstanding Service to Students 
presented by Longwood 
Students in 1997. In addition to 
teaching his classes, he is the 
director of the Pre-Professional 
Medical Programs, the adviser 
for Beta Beta Beta, and is in 
charge of the College 
Greenhouse and the Natural 
Science Department Web Pages. 
The Longwood Center for 
the Visual Arts currendy has on 
exhibit works from Dr. Merkle's 
private collection of bird illus- 
trations. Birds of Prey: Five 
Centuries of Illustration traces 
the development of ornitholog- 
ical illustration during the gold- 
en age of natural history illustra- 
tion (late 1500s up to 1900) to 
the 20th century. This collec- 
tion of art will be on exhibit 
through November 8 at the 
LCVA. 
Residence series are G. Gilmer 
Minor HI, chairman and CEO 
of Owens & Minor Inc., 
January 19; Charles T Hill, 
chairman, president and CEO 
of SunTrust Bank, Mid- 
Adantic, February 2; Jean Clary 
Bagley, president and CEO, 
Century 21 Clary & Associates 
Inc., March 24; and Willie E. 
Lanier, senior vice president, 
Wachovia Securities, April 1. 
All programs are at 7 p.m. in 
Hiner Auditorium, except 
April 1, which is the senior 
banquet and is not open to the 
public. 
Preliminary Hearings Begin for Scott Peterson 
Liz Richard* 
Chokl-in-Cbiif 
A preliminary hearing has 
begun in California to deter- 
mine if Scott Peterson will be 
tried for the murder of his wife 
Laci, and their unborn son, who 
they were to name Conner. 
According to cnn.com, 
Peterson, who has been in jail 
since his April 18 arrest, has 
pled innocent to the charges. If 
convicted, he could face the 
death penalty for both crimes. 
Last Christmas Eve, after 
returning from a fishing trip, 
Peterson reported his 27-year- 
old wife was missing. 
Four months later, the 
decomposed remains of a 
woman and her fetus were 
found by dog walkers miles 
away from where Peterson said 
he had been fishing. 
The prosecution's argument 
is that Peterson killed his wife at 
home and dumped her body 
from his boat into the San 
Francisco Bay. 
Evidence that is expected to 
be presented is a DNA analysis 
of Laci Peterson's hair found on 
pliers in Scott Peterson's boat, 
bloodhounds used to pick up 
the scent of Laci Peterson in the 
boat or at a storage warehouse 
her husband rented, and wire- 
taps and global positioning sys- 
tems used to monitor and track 
Scott Peterson, The Associated 
Press reported. 
Both the defense and prose- 
cution have been ordered to 
provide a list of any witnesses 
that will testify and none of 
whom will be allowed into the 
courtroom before their testimo- 
ny during the preliminary hear- 
ings. 
After being postponed three 
times, the judge ruled to have 
the trial postponed again until 
Wednesday due to a scheduling 
conflict with one of the defense 
lawyers. 
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Haffy Halloween!!!! 
Halloween Party and 
Costume Contest 
Commuter Lounge 
Lankford 
Women's Golf 
Miami (F.L) 
LP Movie 
28 Days 
7:30 p.m 
ABC Rooms 
Costume Contest 
Mulligan's 
9 p.m. 
Riverside Jazz 
Quartet 
■?Charley's 
9 p.m. 
*? 
The Goldenf ish Show 
WMLU 91.3 
10 p.m-12 a.m. 
^ 2 
V*H 
SGA Meeting 
Lankford ABC Rooms 
3:45 p.m. 
Just for Seniors 
Career Center 
7- 8 p.m. 
Talent Search 
By Sigma Alpha Iota 
Wygal Recital Hall 
8 p.m. 
W.I.L.L. Meeting 
TBA 
9:15 p.m. 
Are you looking for an apartment 
for the spring semester? 
For just $250/month you can sublet a single 
room with private bath. Comes with bed, desk, 
chair, and dresser. Free ethemet hookup 
through Longwood. All utilities except phone 
and cable included in rent. 
Call 392-2252 for more information. 
M* 
Field Hockey 
vs. C.W. Post 
Noon 
Gyre Meeting 
Charlotte Room 
6 p.m.   . 
WMLU Meeting 
Hiner 207 
9 p.m. 
5 
Wednesdays with 
Women's Studies 
Library 147A 
3 p.m. 
Just for Juniors 
and Sophomores 
Career Center 
7- 8 p.m. 
Martial Arts Club 
Tabb Wrestling Room 
7:30- 9:30 p.m. 
LP Traditions 
Meeting 
Nottoway Room' 
8 p.m. 
Executive in 
Excellence 
Peter J. Bernard 
Hiner Auditorium 
7 p.m. 
Outdoor Club 
Lancer 208 
7 p.m. 
Vagina Monologues/V- 
Day 2004 Meeting 
? 
?p.m. 
Just for Seniors 
Career Center 
7- 8 p.m. 
Baptist Student Union 
Behind Stubbs 
5:15 p.m. 
Just for Juniors 
and Sophomores 
Career Center 
7- 8 p.m. 
Basic Gospel Choir 
Wygal 106 
7 p.m. 
Unity Alliance 
Grainger G16 
8 p.m. 
InterVarsity Christian 
Fellowship 
Hull Auditorium 
8:30 p.m. 
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There were times at ^ongwood when... 
Tuition was based on the courses a student took for the five-month term 
$20 for a term of piano 
$15 for a term of senior English 
$12.50 for a term of freshman English 
$3 for a term of each foreign language 
Board was $10 a month 
*A student's typical day began with morning prayers, breakfast, 
and an obligatory chapel service. 
*Six hours of classes followed. No record of a lunch break any- 
where in those six hours has been found. 
*After classes, students could walk around the grounds or study 
until what was called 'tea time', probably supper. 
*At night there was a mandatory study hall overseen by a profes- 
sor. 
•Family prayers followed, then about a half hour of free time 
until lights out. 
•Parents were asked to supply their daughters "with a very simple 
state of dress" and "not to give them any considerable amount of 
pocket money." 
Thanks to Dr. Jordan of the Anthropology Department for the information 
(Written by Emily Miller) 
Tke Avrett Brothers to Perform 
Press Release 
Last February, down in the darkly 
lit confines of the "old" Lancer 
Cafe, a group of students were 
treated to something they wouldn't 
forget. 
They were fortunate enough to 
experience the musical majesty that 
is The Avett Brothers. 
This trio lured in unsuspecting 
Cafe patrons with their original 
heart-felt sound that made that 
night a night to remember. 
For these reasons and more, 
Lancer Productions is bringing 
back The Avett Brothers back for 
an encore performance Saturday, 
November 1st at 8:00 pm in the 
Lancer Cafe. 
The Avett Brothers, featuring 
Bob Crawford and brothers Scott 
and Seth Avett, are originally from 
North Carolina, and travel across 
the country winning fans with 
every performance. 
When people ask Scott and Seth 
Avett how long they've been play- 
ing music they'll usually say, "forev- 
er." 
The trio's sound is a mixture of 
old-time country, bluegrass, pop 
melodies, folk, rock n' roll, honky- 
tonk and ragtime. 
The overall sound is without the 
need of a label, because frankly 
none would do the music the jus- 
tice. 
It's the intensity at which the 
Avetts pour their angst, heartache 
and love into each show that has 
captivated crowds across the coun- 
try. 
And it's those audience reac- 
Letters From London 
Paula Nusbaum 
Staff Vampire 
Another busy week. I can't 
believe I only have seven more 
weeks here. It's going to be hard to 
leave here in December. 
On Saturday I went on a trip 
with my CEA group to Oxford 
and Stratford-upon-Avon. Both 
are beautiful cities, and it was nice 
to get away from the city atmos- 
phere. 
We arrived in Oxford around 
10:30 a.m. and Danielle, our 
director, gave us a tour of the 
university. 
Oxford has such an old, tradi- 
tional atmosphere, probably simi- 
lar to something like Harvard or 
Yale. 
It would be an experience to 
actually study there, but Danielle 
told us that the studies can be very 
intense. Although, the semesters 
are only for eight weeks, there are 
usually about two to three papers 
due each week. I definitely prefer 
Longwood's system. 
Also, for each class the students 
have to dress up in their black 
robes, almost like graduation 
gowns. And when their professors 
walk into the room they all have to 
rise, as if in a courtroom. 
After Oxford, we went on to 
Stratford-upon-Avon which is 
renowned for its association with 
William Shakespeare. 
First, we went on a tour of Anne 
Hathaway's cottage. She was the 
wife of Shakespeare. The cottage 
was a compact little house, with just 
enough rooms for three bedrooms, 
a kitchen, and a small living room 
area. 
iL 
\M<    - 0mW\. MI 
■t    i . 
After the tour, we headed into 
central Stratford-upon-Avon and 
just walked around the city. A small 
group of us went to see where 
Shakespeare and some of his fami- 
ly are buried, which was located in 
Holy Trinity Church. 
That night, CEA got us tickets 
to see the Royal Shakespeare 
Company's production of The 
Taming of the Shrew. The comedy 
was perfect for a visit to 
Shakespeare's city, and was well 
acted by the company. The theatre 
was packed, but we had a good 
view from the balcony. 
On Sunday, I met up with a girl 
from   class,  who  lives  in  the 
Camden area. She took me around 
her hometown, which is host to one 
of the most popular markets in the 
city. 
Markets are very popular, 
because they are the place to go for 
cheap buys of semi-quality goods. 
It also has a strange mix of people, 
with wild hair and funky clothes. 
There was even one punk rock 
type store, in which one of the 
employees was required to dance 
to this weird techno music on top 
of one of the checkout counters. 
It was really strange. 
I liked Camden. In many ways 
it's more authentic than Oxford 
Street, which houses the big shop- 
ping brands and is always packed 
with shoppers. 
Camden has more of a personal- 
ity, and seems to cater to all sorts of 
buyers. Some of my paper and proj- 
ect deadlines are starting to come 
up, so I need to start focusing on 
schoolwork. 
It's very hard for me to get moti- 
vated for classes when there are so 
many distractions in the city, but 
London universities are traditionally 
harder to pass than American uni- 
versities, so I need to stay focused. 
All in all it was a very good week. 
I will be going to Belgium this 
upcoming weekend, as a part of a 
CEA-sponsored trip, so I have a lot 
of work I need to get done before 
this weekend. 
tions    that    propel    The    Avett 
Brothers to continue. 
Scott Avett explained, "When 
people hear what we're saying in 
our songs and listening to things _ 
for the right reasons - when they 
get quiet when we're playing - it's a 
blessing. 
To know that somebody has a 
problem in their life that we can 
temporarily soothe... that's what 
it's all about." 
You will be able to participate in 
this one of a kind musical experi- 
ence in Lancer Cafe as Lancer 
Productions brings the Avetts back 
for yet another jaw-dropping per- 
formance. 
For more information on The 
Avett Brothers show visit Lancer 
Productions website at www.lon^- 
wlKKl.edu/lporcall395-2110. 
Roommate Wanted 
I am looking for a female student to 
sublease a room from me spring semester of 
2004 in a four bedroom townhouse in 
Stanley Park. Rent will be $275 a month. 
Contact information: Paula Speight 
392.4391 (home) or (703) 
217.5663 (cell) 808 Grace St. 
Who wants to be a MILLIONAIRE??? 
1. Learn whether you should lease or buy your next 
automobile, or rent an apartment or buy a house. 
Learn how to plan for your retirement, 
2. Earn 3 credits in ONE WEEK during the semester 
break by taking FINA 250-J03, Personal Finance, 
January 5-9, 2004. 
3. For complete details visit www.benniewaller.com or 
contact Dr. Bennie Waller for more information 
(395-2046 or bwoller@lonqwood.edu) 
4. REAL WORLD information that everyone needs to 
know! ALL MAJORS ARE WELCOMED. 
9.    For syllabus and assignment due on Jan. 5 visit 
www.benniewaller.com. 
Registration begins November 3. 
IMPORTANT: 
• Summer tuition rates apply, but no comprehensive or 
technology fees required if you are enrolled for Spring 
Semester. Payment must be made by Jan. 5, 2004, and no 
financial aid is available. 
* Longwood residence halls and food service will be closed that 
week. Students who live on campus and wish to take the 
course must make other living and dining arrangements. 
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A Blast from tW Past: freak Week 
By: Jo Leili 
This article originally appeared 
in the 10/29/1975 issue of The 
Rotunda. 
Do you believe in ghosts, 
spooks, witches, haunted houses, 
and other similarly related eerie 
phenomenon? 
Have you developed, while at 
Longwood, an interest in such 
ghoulish activities due to the flur- 
ry of wild rumors which circulate 
on campus about "spirited" dorm 
visitors or the "friendly fiends" 
which visit rooms at the midnight 
hour? 
Well, if so, then the Student 
Union has devised an upcoming 
program sure to stimulate the 
imagination of the firmest believ- 
er and the most sincere skeptic 
alike! Called "Freak Week" as co- 
chaired by S-UN member, Becky 
Tuck and Erin Lee, a number of 
activities will range from Monday, 
November 10, to Thursday, 
November 13, varying in form 
but all designed to entertain and 
inform the audience or partici- 
pant. 
The official launching of 
"Freak Week," beginning Monday 
night at 9:00 p.m., will consist of 
three horror movies to be shown 
in the Commons room between 
Curry and Frazier. 
The movies, as chosen by the 
Student Union Films Committee 
Chairperson, Ann Ranson, are 
Dial M for Murder, Twisted Nerve, 
and The Boy Cried Werewolf, with an 
admission price of 50 cents, and 
free popcorn with coke sold, the 
atmosphere will be casual, so 
bring a blanket for the floor, a pil- 
low for your head, and be pre- 
pared for a few screams and a lot 
of laughs! 
Tuesday night, "Freak Week" 
takes on a partying aspect, with a 
costume ball to be held in the 
ABC rooms in the Lankford 
Building. 
Starting around 7 p.m. until 
about 10:00, with beer, coke, and 
"real" pizza to be sold, admission 
will be free for all when attired 
completely in costume. 
An invitation to join will be 
extended to Hampden-Sydney, 
which of course, will be necessary 
in order to get enough suitable 
contestants to run in the Mr. and 
Ms. Freak Beauty Pageant, one of 
the highlights of the evening. 
TW History of Halloween 
Stacey Kluttz 
Staff I 'ampin 
Every year on the last night in 
October, children and adults cele- 
irate Halloween with costumes, 
rick-or-treating, parties, and pump- 
kin carving. 
But how much do you really 
snow about the origins of this 
■-one-chilling holiday? 
It all began 2,000 years ago,when 
he Celts celebrated their new year 
>n November 1st. 
The Celts believed that on the 
light before the new year, the 
vorlds of the living and the dead 
nerged. 
Samhain was a festival to cele- 
brate the ghosts of the dead return- 
ing to earth. 
Then in the 800's, Christianity 
spread through the Celtic lands, 
designating October 31st as All- 
hallows Eve, which eventually 
became known as Halloween; 
November 1st as All Saint's Day, 
and November 2nd as All Soul's 
Day. 
The three combined became 
known as Hallowmas. 
Many of us celebrate our holiday 
tradition by dressing in our scariest 
or most clever costume. 
That tradition dates back to both 
European and Celtic roots hun- 
dreds of years ago. 
On Halloween, people would 
wear masks after dark so they 
would be mistaken as fellow spirits. 
To keep the spirits away, people 
would also place bowls of food 
outside their homes to soothe the 
ghosts  and prevent them  from 
entering. 
Today, the tradition of trick-or- 
treating has evolved into Americans 
spending $6.9 billion annually on 
Halloween. 
This exciting holiday has become 
the second largest commercial holi- 
day in the country. 
Hooters ^irl 
Records will be playing 
through the night for those who 
feel inclined to dance, and rumor 
has it, thafc none other than 
Bowman Body (The Bad?) will 
make a guest appearance that 
evening to act as "Freak M.C." 
(among other things!). He will 
attempt to top off last year's 
famous Longwood campus visit. 
On November 12, Wednesday 
night, the atmosphere turns to 
one of the utmost seriousness 
and intrigue with the entrance of 
the Warrens (Ed and Louise): 
Seekers of the Supernatural! 
Wednesday night's topic will be 
"Haunted Houses and Ghosts." 
This phase of the program, 
continued on Thursday after- 
noon, November 13, will include 
visits by Ed and Louise to Various 
classrooms to answer any addi- 
tional questions or discuss any 
subjects as desired by the stu- 
dents. 
Thursday night, at 8 p.m., once 
again in Wygal Auditorium, the 
Warrens will close "Freak Week," 
speaking on "Witchcraft and 
Demonology in the United 
States," as further aided by typed 
interviews, sworn affidavits, pic- 
tures and slides from both partici- 
pants and observers of 
Witchcraft. 
Novel in concept and execu- 
tion, the Longwood Student 
Union with "Freak week," when it 
invades the campus from 
November the 10 through the 13, 
hopes to impress and intrigue, 
startle and shock, amuse and 
entertain the students. 
Spring Break 2004- Travel with STS, 
America's #1 Student Tour Operator to 
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas 
and Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps. 
Call for group discounts. 
Information/Reservations 1 -800-648- 
4849 or www.ststravel.com. 
What do oil these businesses hove in 
common? 
'Or    Office DIPOT 
TIME c<zw 
Thty (and many othtrs) dtvtlop & usi 
Models and Simulators1 
MOVIE PRODUCTION - EMPLOYEE TRAINING - FORECAST 
DEMAND - IMPROVE PRODUCTIVITY - INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 
- FASTER CUSTOMER SERVICE -PRODUCTDEVELOPMENT - 
REDUCE COST- QUALITY CONTROL 
Want to learn more? A ONE-WEEK. 3-credit special topics 
course in Modeling <S Simulation (MAMS 4 9 5-JO 3) will be taught 
January 5-9, 2004. (Prereqi MANS 275, or MATH 171 or 271) 
Want more information? Contact Mr. Roy Creasey (come by 
Grainger 214; call 395-2371; or visit 
www.longwood .edu/staf j /rcreasev) 
Registration begins November 3. 
IMPORTANT: 
l.Sumrmr tuition ratts apply, but no comprthonsiv* or technology fots 
roquirod if «nroll«d for Spring Somestor. Paytmnt must b« mad» by 
Jan. 5. 2004, and no f man c lal a id is avaihblt. 
2. Longwood r«sid«nci noils end food strvict will b« closod that **«k 
Studtnts tUio \'n* on campus and wish to toko th« courst must makf 
othor living and dining arrangtnwnts. 
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Book Review. In the Company of Heroes 
Huiton Daniels 
The Mummy 
In his book. In the Company of 
Heroes, prisoner of war Michael J. 
Durant offers a personal account 
of his time in captivity in Somalia. 
Beginning with the helicopter 
crash that is detailed in both the 
book and movie, Black Hawk 
Down, Durant opens a window 
into the lives of Special 
Operations Forces that had not 
been revealed prior to the pub- 
lishing of this book in 2003. 
Not only does Durant graphi- 
cally illustrate the fourteen days 
he spent in captivity, he also 
offers a history of his time spent 
in the Army and how he became 
a member of Special Forces. 
The book is compiled of chap- 
ters describing the days and 
nights spent as a prisoner of war 
and describing former places of 
deployment and the training that 
led up to this mission in 
Mogadishu, Somalia. 
After ten years of emotional 
and physical recovery Durant 
reflects upon his experience in 
Somalia and the lost lives of 
some of his fellow comrades. 
For those unfamiliar with 
United Nations Operation 
Somalia or for those interested in 
learning more about Michael 
Durant's time in captivity in 
Somalia, this book offers educa- 
tional insight as to the important 
jobs of Special Operations Forces 
of the United States Army. 
Style 
Klezmer Band Rocks Lon#woocl 
Wanted 
Hunt Seat Instructor for beginner level 
horseback riding students. Part-time 
two to three afternoons/week. Teaching 
experience a must. Contact JoAnn Jones, 
evenings @ 983-3247. 
Michele Thompson 
Head Witch 
As part of the Jewish Student 
Organization's QSO) ongoing 
effort to increase awareness of 
Jewish culture the Klezmer band 
Simchah played last Sunday night 
in Lankford Ballroom. 
The music was lively and 
inspired many listeners to get up 
and dance. 
Katrina Stevens, President of 
the JSO, taught audience mem- 
bers the hora, which is a circular 
dance of celebration. 
It is done most often at wed- 
dings and bar/baht mitzvahs. 
Simchah is led by .Dr. Daniel 
Engel, an Associate Professor of 
Microbiology at the University of 
Virginia, and includes his fellow 
faculty members as well as stu- 
dents. 
The name Simchah means joy 
in Hebrew. 
The word Klezmer is a combi- 
nation of two Hebrew words 
"kle" which is a vessel and 
"zemer" which means song. 
The idea is that the instru- 
ments take on human qualities, 
like crying or laughter, becoming 
a vessel of song and emotion. 
Klezmer music comes from 
the Eastern European Yiddish 
culture and was brought to the 
United States by Jewish immi- 
grants. 
It contains Gypsy, Greek, and 
Romanian elements as well. 
Most of these musicians did 
not know how to read music, but 
were often regarded as very gifted 
in their art. 
They were also seen as odd 
drifters, usually traveling in groups 
of from three to six people and 
playing at weddings, synagogues, 
festivals, and even for Polish 
nobles. 
Klezmer music is known for its 
improvisations and innovations 
and is often called "the grandfather 
of jazz." 
The JSO will next host Rabbi 
Zvi Ron on Sunday, November 9th 
at 7 p.m. in Bedford Auditorium. 
He will speak on Jewish festivals 
and holidays. 
The JSO will provide knosh 
(snacks) and all members of the 
Longwood community as well as 
residents of Farmville are wel- 
come. 
THE JSO WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE STAFF OF 
LANKFORD STUDENT UNION, ARAMARK, AND 
EVERYONE WHO CAME OUT TO ENJOY SIMCHAH! 
You'll make it through college because you've got dedication 
and brains. Thanks to the Army National Guard, you'll also 
have a way to pay for it with the Montgomery Gl Bill.Tuition 
Assistance and extra state benefits. Most Guard members 
serve one weekend a month and two weeks a year, so you'll 
still have time for your friends and family. Join the team that 
will help you get your college degree. In        VIRGINIA 
the Army National Guard,YOU CAN! tm 
I-800-GO-GUARD • www.l-800-GO-GUARD.com 
FREE AND CONFIDENTIAL 
HIV TESTING 
NOVEMBER 4, 2003 
4:00-6:00PM in the Student Health 
and Wellness Center 
Call for an appointment   x2102 
In Partnership with the Prince 
Edward County Health Department 
_ 
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HOftftCftSGOPES    bySamW.se-Ridges 
Libra (Sep23-Oct 22) 
Trick or treat, smell my feet, Leslie thinks your 
grandma is good to eat. 
Scorpio (Oct 23.-Nov. 21) 
Halloween is here, so drink some Leer. 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) 
Trick or treat, don t turn tricks lor treats. You never 
know what kind of treats might turn up in your tail. 
Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan 19) 
Watch ovit lor goblins, ghosts, and ghouls. 
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Fek 18) 
Double double toil and trouble, fires burn and 
Dudweiser bubbles. 
f o&gue to Cheek 
October 30, 2003 
by Ellie Woodruff 
Things I like to see #2: Goths with dandruff. 
Pisces (Febl9-Mar. 20) 
Liitle children will walk the streets, watch out lor the witches they may meet. 
Aries (Mar. 21-April 19) 
With y o lace you dont need no stinkin mask. 
Taurus (April 20-Mau 20) 
You aint no special treat. 
Gemini (Mau 21-June 20 
Somebody found uou in the post halloween bargain bin. 
Cancer (June 21-Julu 22) 
You whore, uou.witch, you've got the itcL-go to student health. 
LeoUulu23~Au6.22) 
Your breath is enough to scare somebody. 
Vit<jo (Aufl^Sep 22) 
Chi is haunting you. 
October 30, 2003 Style 
Movie Review: Texas Chainsaw Massacre 
Kelly Fischer 
Staff Vampire 
This thriller is set in the 1970s 
and is about five teens making 
their way across the Lonestar 
state on their way to a I.ynyrd 
Skynyrd concert. 
The trip turns sour when 
the teens pick up an unbal- 
anced and obviously shaken 
young girl who then com- 
mits suicide in the back of 
their van. 
This scene gives a premo- 
nition that the rest of the 
film will become more and 
more horrific. Enter, the 
fanatical madman known as 
"Leatherfecc" 
"l.eatherface" is played by 
Andrew Bryniarski who has 
an incredible height of 6'5", 
a great physical aspect for 
the character he plays. 
Bryniarski plays the mad- 
man well and is certainly 
scar)' and intimidating. 
His character picks a chain- 
saw as his weapon of choice 
and tortures his victims in 
many ways, one of which is 
removing his/her face to wear 
as a mask, hence the name 
"I-eatherface." 
The movie insinuates that he 
does this because of a skin dis- 
ease that he has. 
Making his directorial debut 
is Marcus Nispel. 
This famed music video 
director's background certainly 
helped give this film a different 
spin. 
Jessica Biel (Seventh Heaven) 
heads up the cast of teen char- 
acters as the typical horror film 
"girl." 
It is nice to see her in a dif- 
ferent light as compared to 
.Seventh Heaven. 
She plays the role well. 
Overall, if you can't handle a 
little blood and your own rac- 
ing heart, this movie is not 
for you. 
A hand to squeeze, shoul- 
der to hide in, and a shirt to 
crumple are thing! that may 
come in handy when seeing 
this moyie 
Texas Chainsaw Massacre is 
rated R and for good reason. 
The film is truly a chilling 
and spine-tingling horror. 
What   makes   it   worse   is 
that  it  is   based  on   a   true 
story. 
Don't bet on having sweet 
dreams after this one. 
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Book Review: Lies and the Lying 
Liars Who Tell Them: A Fair and 
Balanced Look a t the Ri&h t 
critical people like Ann Coulter, 
Bill O'Reilly, and George Bush, 
one must only read this wonder- 
ful piece of left-wing writing to 
gain any ammo needed against 
the right. 
Franken's witty commentary 
on the problems that are plagu- 
ing our media and airwaves 
relieve the painful right-wing 
insincerities. 
People tend to either side 
extremely on the side of 
Franken, or extremely against 
him. Many conservatives have 
claimed that Franken is nothing 
more than a "whincy liberal cry- 
baby" (amazon.com reviews), 
while many liberals call him a 
"savior to our cause" 
(amazon.com reviews). 
One review in particular was 
enlightening: "1 will never look 
at the right-wing main stream 
media the same way again - 
instead of being serious, I will sit 
and laugh my ass off." 
Leslie Smith 
Broom Editor 
Al Franken, also known as 
Stuart Smalley, is known for his 
political-minded comedy. 
He has written many books, 
including Oh. the Things I Know!: 
A Guide to Success, Or, Failing 
Thai, Happiness, Why Not Me?: 
The Inside Story of the Making and 
Unmaking of the Franken 
Presidency, and Rush Umbaugh Is a 
Big Fat Idiot: And Other 
Observations. 
IJes and the Lying I Jars and the 
People Who Tell Them: A Fair and 
Balanced I^ook at the Right has 
been a controversial book for 
Franken. 
First came the mess over the 
Fox motto: "Fair and Balanced." 
After finishing that batde, he 
tackled the many issues in the 
government and media that 
needed to be aired. 
Speaking out  against  hypo- 
Dream it. Do it. Disney. 
We're recruiting on campus! 
LONGWOOD COLLEGE 
Tuesday, November 4. 2003 
4:00 pm 
Hiner 207 
Mark your calendars—Al majors and all college levels invilcd This is your chance to go inside 
ihis world-famous resort. Ml your resume, network with DtaMf leaden and 
meet «udea(s from around the world 
Check out a Whk Disney WxU" College Program paid b«eri»ldp.24-hcwsecurd housing is ofleitd. 
College credit opportunities may be available. Visit our website at 
wdwcoHeppnigmrLai and then comr to the presentation. Attendance is required to interview. 
\JCOLLESTPROGRAM wdwcoltegeprogranicom 
The Gospel According to the Simpsons 
Tuesday, November 4, 2003 at 7pm. 
In the "B-C" rooms of Lankford. 
How do you respond when faced with 
a moral dilemma? 
Don't miss this interactive large group 
meeting and discussion on what lessons The 
Simpsons might have for University Students 
of varying spiritual, moral, political, 
and social stripes. 
Sponsored by Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship 
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Sports Information 
Longwood University split its 
two games during the past week, 
defeating NCAA Division I 
Virginia Military Institute 5-1 
October 26 at Lancer Field fol- 
lowing a disappointing 3-2 loss 
at Division I Howard University 
October 23 in Washington, D.C. 
The lancers are now 9-6-1 
this season with one match 
remaining on the schedule. 
Against VMI, sophomore 
Melissa Cary/Bristow 
(Brentsville) scored just 3:50 into 
the match off a cross from sen- 
ior Phoebe Munson/Virginia 
Beach (Tallwood) for the early 
lead. Freshman Tiffany 
Crane/Virginia Beach (Kellam) 
made it 2-0 when she dribbled 
the ball past the goalie and shot 
it into the back of the net for 
what proved to be the game- 
winner at 37:44. 
The Keydets did close to 
within 2-1 at the intermission on 
a penalty-kick goal at 42:45. 
Sophomore April I^ockley/ 
California, Md. (Leonardtown) 
beat the goalie for a score two 
minutes into the second stanza, 
giving Ixtngwood a 3-1 advan- 
tage at 47; 12. 
Crane tallied her second goal 
of the evening as lockley 
crossed the ball from the right 
side into the middle at 52:01. 
Junior Christine Clay/Amelia 
(Amelia Co.) finished the scoring 
at 72:48, scoring off a rebound 
from a missed shot. 
longwood took the advan- 
tage on shots 21-5 and corner 
kicks 7-3. The Lancers split 
time in goal between junior 
keeper Lindsay 
Naill/Alexandria (Bishop 
Ireton) (45:00) and freshman 
keeper Heather Storrie/Spring 
Grove, Pa. (Spring Grove) 
(45:00). 
At Howard, Lockley scored 
the first goal of the match at 
9:23 off an assist from fresh- 
man Kelsie 
Bradberry/Richmond 
(Monacan). The Bison knotted 
the match at 1-1 with a goal just 
before the intermission (0:09). 
The Lancers batded back in 
front 2-1 when sophomore 
Tiffany Rice/Virginia Beach 
(Kellam), assisted by Lockley, 
tallied a goal at 55:51. Howard 
tied the contest again at 2-2 
with a goal at 62:44 and scored 
the game-winner at 72:40. 
Howard took a 15-8 advan- 
tage in shots against the 
Lancers, though each team had 
six corner-kick opportunities. 
Naill played the entire match 
in front of the net with five 
saves. 
Through 16 matches, 
I-ongwood is led in scoring by 
Crane with five goals and five 
assists for 15 points (1.07), fol- 
lowed closely by Munson with 
six goals and one assist for 13 
points (0.81). 
Lockley (4 goals, 3 assists) and 
Bradberry (4 goals, 2 assists) fol- 
low with 11 points (0.69) and 10 
points (0.63), respectively. 
Other scoring includes fresh- 
man Anna Gravely/Virginia 
Beach (Cox) (3 goals, 2 assists, 8 
points, 0.67), Rice (3 goals, 1 
assist, 7 points, 0.44), Clay (2 
goals, 4 points, 0.57), Cary (1 
goal, 2 points, 0.13), along with 
junior Mikaela Bizer/Annandale 
(Annandale) (2 assists, 2 points, 
0.13) and redshirt freshman 
Stacy Crites/ Manassas 
(Osbourn) (1 goal, 2 points, 
0.15). 
Naill has played 1057 minutes 
in front of the net, allowing 13 
goals (1.11) with 46 saves for a 
.780 save percentage and six 
shutouts. Naill, with 24 career 
shutouts, ranks second all-time 
for the Lancers (Amy Kennedy, 
25, 1997-00). 
Storrie has played 381 min- 
utes in front of the net, allowing 
eight goals (1.89) with 20 saves 
for a .714 save percentage and 
one shutout, and freshman 
keeper Nicole 
Bossieux/Mechanicsville (Adec) 
has played 24 minutes in front of 
the net, allowing no goals (0.00). 
I-ongwood will be trying to 
attain at least 10 wins in a season 
for the ninth consecutive year 
when the Lancers face the 
Marlins this week in the season 
finale. 
Men s Soccer Record Falls to 5-10 
Sports Information 
The Longwood University 
men's soccer team suffered a 
heart-breaking overtime loss 
October 23 to Division I UNC 
Asheville 1-0 on Greenwood 
Field. 
With the defeat, the Lancers 
fall to 5-10, while the Bulldogs 
improve to 7-6-2. 
Both teams batded through- 
out the match, but neither could 
score in regulation, sending the 
game into overtime. 
Eight minutes into the second 
period, UNC Asheville's Greg 
Yelverton received a pass from 
Jordan Holthouser and ripped a 
shot from 20 yards out past 
Lancer   keeper  Bryan  Sanford 
(Springfield, Va./Springfield). 
Freshman forward James 
Agorsor (Gambrills, Md./South 
River) led I-ongwood's eight 
shot effort with three, followed 
by sophomore defender Justin 
Williams (Richmond, Va./ 
Godwin) with two. 
I-ongwood held the advan- 
tage with eight corner kicks and 
five saves. The I-ancers head 
home for their next match 
today against Lynchburg at 7 
p.m. on Lancer Field. 
The Lancers are led through 
15 games by Bertsch, who has 
tallied six goals (2 game-win- 
ners) in 34 shots for a .176 shot 
percentage and 12 points. 
Bertsch has also connected on 3 
of 4 penalty kicks. 
Agorsor, senior forward Mark 
Connelly (Warrenton, 
Va./Fauqiuer) and sophomore 
defender Tony Soules 
(Springfield, Va./West 
Springfield) each have two goals 
for Longwood, while freshman 
Henrik Agerskov (Denmark/ 
Rungstead Gymnasium) and 
senior midfielder Shawn 
Spilman (Cincinnati, Ohio/Oak 
Hills) have one goal this season. 
In the net this season, fresh- 
man keeper Justin Brock (Palo 
Alto, Calif./Palo Alto) (2.88 gaa) 
has racked up 41 saves in 875 
minutes for a .594 saves per- 
centage. 
Sanford (2.37 gaa) has 19 
saves in 495 minutes for a saves 
percentage of .639. 
ROOMMATE WANTED! 
Longwood Village Apartments 
ONLY $365/month! 
Available: Immediately! Perfect timing to begin the 
Spring 2004 semester 
Includes: 
*Water 
*Electricity 
*Heat/Air Conditioning 
♦High-speed internet connection 
*Use of state-of-the-art clubhouse, 
swimming pool, and hot tub 
CONVENIENT LOCATION! 
DISCOUNTED RENT!!!! 
Interested? Contact Loren x2816 or after 9 
p.m. at 390-2988. Contact via email at 
alorenhatcher@yahoo. com 
EXECUTIVE    EXCELLENCE 
PETER J. BERNARD ON CAMPUS 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
BON SECOURS RICHMOND HEALTH SYSTEM 
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 5 
7 P.M. IN HINER AUDITORIUM 
AT A TIME WHEN  ISSUES of corporate governance. 
tin.1iui.1l reporting and busi new titties are making headline, daily, n is 
ini|«>it.mr to remember ilut Aiucikan industry continues to provide 
valued leadership for our glottal economy. Tim month, we are pleased to 
feature IVter |. Bernard as our guest speaker in the 2003-04 Exccutive-in- 
Rcsklencc series. Mr. Rernaid. Chief Executive Officer riir the Bon SecouiC 
Richmond Health System, will speak on "Healthcare Today - The Realities 
of an Industry in Flux." Public Invited - Sealing Limited - Free Admission. 
I'ect 1 Bernard has spent more than 25 years in healthcare administration in 
Michigan, Texas. Iowa. Kentucky and South Dakota. In 2U00, Mr. Bernard 
became the CEO of Bon Secours Richmond Health System where he has 
led the effort to build a $75 million replacement hospital of I3<> beds in 
Chesterfield County to open in 2004. Prior to moving to Richmond 
Mt. Bernard served as president and CEO of Caritas Health Services 
and Saints Mary & Elizabeth Hospital, both in Louisvilk', Kentucky. 
The Exccutivc-in-Residcnce series is a public service of the College 
of Business & Economics and is made possible through the genemus 
COfpancc support of SunTrust and Philip Morris Companies. lb kum 
more, call 434..W5.2045 (IRS: ?l I) or visit us online ami see the 
complete Executive Excelk-nte schedule: www.ktnpvood.edu/business, 
COLLEGE OF 
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS 
LONGWOOD 
UNIVERSITY w 
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Men's Golf Season Ends Field Hockey Defeated Bu No. 1 Team 
Sports Information 
Longwood University totaled a 54- 
hole team score of 295-302-310- 
907 to finish 13th among 18 teams 
at the East Carolina/Pirate Fall 
Intercollegiate October 20-21 in 
North Carolina. 
NCAA Division 1 and tourna- 
ment host East Carolina 
University won the event with its 
882 total at the 7,033-yard, par 72 
Bradford Creek Golf Club. 
The event concluded the fall 
season for the Lancers. In North 
Carolina, longwood was led by 
junior Trey Deal/Martinsville 
(Martinsville) with his score of 71- 
73-74-218 to tie for third-place 
individually among the 96 golfers. 
Deal was followed by freshman 
Brett Chambers/Mount Sidney 
(Fort Defiance) (78-74-77-229, t- 
47th), sophomore Michael 
Joyce/Peterborough, Ontario 
(Peterborough Collegiate) (71-80- 
79-230, t-53rd), freshman Chris 
Shuford/Fredericksburg (Colonial 
Forge) (75-79-80-234, t-74th), 
along with senior Mike 
Nemcosky/Chesapeake (Great 
Bridge) (88-76-82-246, t-86th). 
I-ongwood, coached by Kevin 
Fillman, enjoyed an outstanding 
fall covering four tournaments 
(198 holes), led by the first-year 
standout Chambers who posted a 
low scoring average of 71.73 with 
two school-record rounds of 66. 
Chambers was followed by 
Deal (73.45,69), Joyce (73.91, 68), 
senior Matt Paciocco/Richmond 
(Mills Godwin) (77.00, 71, 108- 
holes), Shuford (76.80, 74, 90- 
holes), Nemcosky (80.80, 76, 90- 
holes), sophomore Kevin 
Johnson/Forest (Jefferson Forest) 
(71.67, 69, 54-holes), along with 
senior Carl 
Magnusson/Linkoping, Sweden 
(Katedralskolan) (75.67, 75, 54- 
holes). 
The Lancers averaged 294.55 
as a team this fall, a scoring pace 
that would set a new team record 
if it holds-up during the spring 
season. 
Longwood is scheduled to 
open its spring campaign March 
8-9, 2004* at the Buder/North- 
South Intercollegiate in 
Jacksonville Beach, Fla., a 36-hole 
event at the Jacksonville Beach 
Golf Club. 
Sports Information Shippenburg's six. 
Longwood finished the match 
with nine shots, while 
Shippensburg had 19. 
The Lancers headed home for 
their next match against Roanoke 
October 27 at 3 p.m. on Barlow 
Field. 
The Longwood University field 
hockey team dropped a 7-1 deci- 
sion Saturday at No. 1 
Shippensburg at Groves Stadium. 
After their final road game, the 
Lancers fall to 6-11 while the 
Raiders   move   to ~~ 
18:2. 
Shippensburg 
came out strong in 
the first half, hold- 
ing Longwood to 
only two shots 
while tallying four 
goals. 
The Lancers 
were a lot stronger 
in the second period tallying nine 
shots and Lorrie Watts 
(Fredericksburg, Va. /Stafford) 
getting the ball past the goalie at 
the 17:19 mark. 
However, the effort fell short 
as the Raiders added three more 
goals for the victory. 
Sophomore keeper Julie 
Patterson (Esmont, 
Va./Monticello) racked up 13 
saves     in    70     minutes     to 
11 Lancers kaving 
found tke back of the 
net tkis season 
(.194) and is first on the team with 
seven assists, which ranks lOih 
nationally and second in assists 
per game (.78). 
Freshman forward Jen Hawkins 
(Virginia Beach, Va./Cox), sopho- 
more midfielder Julie Price 
(Stafford,   ya./North   Stafford) 
■?and sophomore mid- 
fielder Alexis Rarmy 
(Westminster, 
Calif./Marina) have five 
goals each while fresh- 
man midfielder Katy 
L e r n i h a n 
(Fredericksburg, 
Va./Chancellor) and 
senior Andrea 
■?Wilkinson    (Chantilly, 
Va./Chanrilly) have three. 
Senior midfielder Erin Sixsmith 
With only  two games  left, 
Longwood continues to put up a 
balanced scoring attack with 11    (Alexandria, Va./West Potomac) 
Lancers having found the back of   is second on the squad with six 
the net this season 
Sophomore forward Echo 
Naugle (Virginia Beach, 
Va./Princess Anne) comes off 
the bench to lead the Lancers 
with seven goals on 22 shots 
(.318). 
Watts is next with six goals 
assists, followed by Hawkins and 
sophomore Sarah Hitchings 
(Virginia Beach, Va./Kempsvillc) 
with three. 
In goals, Patterson ranks fourth 
nationally in saves this season with 
175 stops in 1,150 minutes and 
has a saves percentage of .768. 
You're lord and master of quite possibly the most versatile automobile on the planet. Matrix is an entirely 
new breed of vehicle-cutting edge styling, standard air conditioning, and up to 180 horsepower with 
available B-speed. Matrix is designed to be whatever you went, including affordable. 
Visit Mrwwf.buyatoyota.com for details. 
® TOYOTA 
•Based on EPA estimates for 2003 5-epeed manual. 
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W leasing season has 
begem for 200^-20061 
a know where aoa're 
I f 
■?
- 
Now is the time 
to rtsurvt your room for next year. 
We hove very limited spaces! 
Need to know info: 
I Phone:   392-7440 
^Web:  www.sunchQse-longwood.com 
Leasing office open for tours and information: 
Monday-Friday 8:30am - 6pm 
S LEASING KICK-OFF SPECIALS $ 
- Group of Four Special 
- Group of Bight Special 
•call for details* a 
9HM 
Directions from Longwood University: 
Take High Street to Main Street 
Turn left onto Main Street 
Turn right onto Third Street {first light) 
Stay on Third Street approximately I mile 
Turn left onto Sunchase Blvd and follcnv^ 
ro ihe clubhouse fmf 
7.6 $$ ;» §# $3 S3 S* S3 S3 S3 S3 53 S3 S3 53 
